AFCO Aluminum Railings

Aluminum AFCO-Rail is a virtually maintenance-free product that comes with a limited lifetime structural warranty. The Aluminum AFCO-Rail system is made of extruded aluminum that will never rust.

AFCO Aluminum Columns

The perfect combination of stylistic design and nearly maintenance-free performance, AFCO’s Aluminum Columns will draw your appreciation each time you enjoy your outdoor space.

AFCO Fiberglass Columns

Centrifugally cast using a Fiberglass Reinforced Polymer (FRP) composite material, the round Pro-Cast columns are available in smooth or fluted, tapered and non-tapered. Princeton stocks select sizes in the smooth tapered.

Pro-Series

MILLWORK

A collection of standard essential profiles for the professional contractor. Plus a full line of Interior and Exterior jambs for all your door shop needs.

Red Pine Flooring

Saco Valley flooring is a delightful product discovery for builders and homeowners looking for the beauty and long-term home value of real wood flooring. It offers the authentic look of a uniquely American decor with traditional warmth of character. Known for its rich color palette and knotty accents, Saco Valley flooring is also a wise choice for strong performance from a hard pine surface. Can be color-customized with finishing stains.

Princeton Forest Products

www.princetonforestproducts.com

PRINCETON FOREST PRODUCTS programs are exceptional product lines for independent retail lumberyards. Our one-of-a-kind programs are a way to help you find discerning customers for unique signature products.
Alaskan Yellow Cedar is prized for outdoor use where decay resistance is important and natural beauty is appreciated. Whether for decking, porch flooring, trim or even boat building, this unique wood is distinctive and stunning when finished.

Precision-Crafted Architectural Mouldings
Princeton Classic Mouldings start with a commitment to precision. Our precision-crafted profiles offer affordable choices for a custom look. Production tolerances are five times the industry standard. You will appreciate the unequaled fit, finish and consistency. Primed, buffed and ready to paint.

Primlock is a chemical-free, naturally durable, weather-safe wood for trim, siding and patterns manufactured from hardy eastern white pine. Primlock showcases the beauty and character of genuine wood with exceptional resistance to harsh conditions of exterior use. Primlock is also safe for interior use, with low VOC.

Reclaimed Character Grade Ponderosa Pine

Common Name: Ponderosa pine  
Grain/Texture: Straight grained with medium texture.  
End Grain: Medium - large resin canals, numerous and evenly distributed, mostly solitary; early wood to late-wood transition fairly abrupt, color contrast can vary depending on growth ring spacing.  
Rot Resistance: The heartwood is rated as moderate to low in decay resistance.  
Workability: Ponderosa pine works well with both hand and machine tools. Glues and finishes well.  
Odor: Ponderosa pine has a faint, resinous odor while being worked.  
Sustainability: This wood species is not listed in the CITES appendices, and is reported by the IUCN as being a species of least concern.

PVC Trim

Your attention to quality and detail has never been more important. Razor Trim highlights the architectural features of your home and makes for head turning curb appeal - without rotting, peeling or fading. Available in standard 16’ lengths.

RazoR TRIM & MOULDI NG

The most cost effective moulding in the marketplace. Matte finish allows for one coat paint application and minimal maintenance. UV resistant, fastens and installs like wood. Easy to cut, drill, rout, glue, nail or staple using common woodworking tools.

Pre-Primed Trim

ReadyWood is a trim board manufactured from Radiata pine. Radiata pine is a wood of choice for fine craftsmanship. ReadyWood trim has all the properties you care about to make your work efficient and your end results beautiful.

ReadyWood trim boards are double-coated. We start with an interior primer to assure a smooth surface and finish with an exterior primer. It is ready to install and paint.